Maya Road
for the journey of a lifetime

Write On Mini Album Kit
Supplies Needed:
1. Hot Glue Gun/Glue Sticks
2. Ruler
3. Scissors
4. Crop A Dile
throughout the album,
5. Adhesive
ink all the edges for all papers!
6. Foam Dots
7. Brown Chalk Ink
8. Paper Trimmer
9. Black Pen
10. Corner Rounder
Prep Work: Paint the album (front, back and inside) with
white paint. I used a white chalk paint.
Also paint the fronts of 4 pages with the same white paint.
Take a 6” piece of the crochet trim and paint with the white
paint also.
Cover: Take the card catalog paper and cut a 4.5” x 6.5”
piece of the paper as shown. Round the right corners. Glue
onto the cover. Cut out the story time hot air balloon from the
journaling cards as shown.Cut out the explore and the
butterfly from the collage paper in the paper pack.
Turn the explore into a flag as shown and glue onto the
trinket pin. Cut also the butterfly into a trapezoid shape and
turn into the hot air balloon basket.
Cut out the my favorites from the journaling tag turn also into a pennant flag and glue onto the trinket pin (the flower
should stick up). Attach everything to the front on foam dots. Ink the button as shonw and glue. Tie a bow with the seam
binding (use about 8”) and attach.
Page 1: Flip one of the painted pages - cover raw side

with the red paper. Cut the hot air balloon out of one of
the papers. Ink and attach to page. Attach the flower as
shown and make a seam binding bow like you did for the
cover. Add the story flair as shown.
Ink the ribbon spool and cover with the word paper (use
a 4” piece x 1” tall. ink and wrap allow the tail to hang
out. Use the pin and pin to the page and glue. Attach the
bulldog clip to the upper right.
Page 3: For this page use the painted white side. Cut a
3.5” wide by length of the page tall piece of the blue tree
paper. Attach as shown.
Cut the yellow journaling card out attach. Cut the playing
cards piece of the collage paper and mount on foam
dots.

Page 3 (continued) - cut out the card catalog. You can cut along the “opening” to make it a functional card catalog. Just
do it before you glue it as a pocket on the page. Glue and then cut out the date due from the collage paper. Tuck in. add
photos and scissors (scissors is an add on). Glue the love wood heart as shown.
Page 2 (back of page one):
Attach the owl journaling card. Add photo corners to the
top left and bottom right corner.
For the bead, attach the dictionary paper to the back of
the bead. Trim excess and glue. Cut the heart out of the
gold foil stickers. Attached. Add the seam binding bow.
Attach.
Page 4: Cover in the number/ alphabet paper.
Page 5: Cut a 3.75” x height piece of the blue paper.
Glue to page as shown. Create the scallop trim with the
card catalog paper (i used scraps from the cover) here is
a hint, the back of the paper is scalloped/round). Just cut
around the circles to create scallop as shown. Cut 5
scallops.
Glue the journaling card to the page and the scallop.
Create the flower with the painted trim by rolling and
gluing. Attach to the linen piece. Cut a leaf out of the
patterned paper that is about 1” wide. Glue.
Cut out the card catalog as shown. glue to make a
pocket and add journaling, photos, etc.
Page 7: Cover in the word paper as shown. Cut the
favorite story journaling card. Attach. Add the red pom
pom trim and the typewriter as shown on foam dots. Add
some of the collage paper behind the silver frame. Glue.
Add the love wood piece. Attach the peach leaf paper as
shown from the collage paper. Glue. Add the frame.
Page 6 (back of page 5): Cover the page in the red
paper as shown. Add the glassine envelope with the flap
trimmed off. Add the typewriter. Cute out the word dream
from the collage paper and have it coming out of the
typewriter like a letter. Mount on foam dots and
attach.Add the flower.
Page 8 (back of page 7): Cut out a 4” wide by height
piece of the paper shown. From the left over page on
page 7, cut a 3.25” width x 8” piece of the word paper.
Fold so that 1/2” left on the inside showing.
Cut the fox paper to the front of the flap.Attach the
bottlecap as shown to use as a handle for opening the
flap piece.
Enjoy your album!

